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Agenda

• Introduction to FHWA’s sustainability and resilience projects

• Overview of INVEST 

• Q & A



FHWA Sustainable Highways Initiative  

• Facilitate balanced decisionmaking among environmental, economic, and social values



FHWA Resilience Projects
• Incorporating Resilience into the Transportation Planning 

Process 

• Nature-based Resilience for Coastal Highways 

• Asset Management, Extreme Weather, and Proxy Indicators 
Pilot Projects and Guidebook

• CMIP Climate Data Processing Tool Update



What is INVEST?

INVEST is the only tool that meets 
all of the following:

• Specific to transportation

• Covers full life-cycle

• Self-evaluation, no third party 
certification

• Free

INVEST - Infrastructure Voluntary 

Evaluation Sustainability Tool

• Web-based collection of voluntary 
best practices 

• Designed to help transportation 
agencies assess the sustainability of 
their projects, plans, and programs

• Connects sustainability principles 
with action

• Helps stakeholders go above and 
beyond



Fall 2010, 
Beta Test 
Version

Spring 
2011, Pilot 

Test Version

Fall 2012, 
Version 1.0

Early 2015, 
Version 1.1

Fall 2015, 
Version 1.2

Spring 
2018, 

Version 1.3

Anticipated Fall 
2019, Version 

2.0

• Written by subject matter experts

• Reviewed, modified, and vetted through valuable stakeholder feedback, including 
professional organizations such as AASHTO and ASCE

• Tested and evaluated across a broad spectrum of agencies, projects, programs and 
geographies

INVEST Development Timeline



How does INVEST work?

• Evaluate – Using the collaborative process can provide the 
most important outcome

• Score – Provides recognition for implementing sustainability 
best practices and identifying gaps

• Improve – Using the process to improve in practice and 
identify cost effective measures



System 
Planning 
(State or 

Regional) & 
Processes

Project 
Development

Planning

Design

Construction

Operations & 
Maintenance

Supporting the Entire Life Cycle



System Planning for States System Planning for Regions



Project Development



Operations and Maintenance



How INVEST Measures Sustainability
FHWA Demos



Achievement Levels



A sampling of possibilities …
If you are . . . You might . . .

State department of 
transportation

• Maximize sustainability of operations and maintenance 
practices

• Incorporate into contracting to provide incentives to 
contractors for sustainability

Metropolitan Planning 
Organization

Score your current long range transportation plan (LRTP), 
use that info to improve your next LRTP

Local government Update your guidelines for local roads projects to 
incorporate sustainability considerations

Contractor Suggest INVEST to your client and use in projects & 
proposals



INVEST Usage INVEST Usage 

By the Numbers

Entities that have informed 

FHWA they are using 

INVEST:

• 15 State DOTs 

• 25 MPOs

• 23 Federal Lands Units 

• 7 other transport agencies 

in US (local, transit, 

tollway)

• 1 foreign government

State DOT
Metropolitan Planning Org. (MPO)

Federal Lands Unit
Other



Example: North Central Texas COG
• Scored its LRTP, Mobility 2035, using the INVEST SP Module 

• Used the results of the evaluation to identify emphasis areas 
to focus on during the development of its next plan, 
Mobility 2040

• Scored Mobility 2040 using INVEST, and improved its score, 
including improvements in the emphasis areas 

• Helped to develop performance measures within the MAP-
21 framework and integrate these performance measures 
into the new LRTP



Example: St. Joseph Area MPO

• A small MPO with limited staff (two full time planners) 
and limited resources

• Analyzed its 2040 MTP using the INVEST SPR module to 
identify opportunities and strengthen sustainability 
principles in the 2045 update and subsequent planning 
documents

• Conducted a scoring workshop and leveraged knowledge 
and experience of various stakeholders from both the 
MPO’s committees as well as community stakeholders

• Used the INVEST PD module to analyze three scenarios for 
either demolition or repair of the I-229 Viaduct



Other Recent projects

Agency Focus

Arizona DOT ➢ Using the INVEST Project Development module to develop 
sustainable transportation design, engineering, and 
construction performance measures and metrics

MetroPlan Orlando ➢ Evaluated its 2040 long-range transportation plan using the 
INVEST System Planning module, and identified how the 
agency's planning efforts support sustainability principles 

➢ Hosted a Transportation, Health, and Sustainability Summit



Resources Available
• Case Studies

• INVEST Toolkit

– Fact sheet

– Presentation Slides

– User Guide

– Using INVEST To 
Accomplish Your Goals

• Cost Savings Reports



Technical Assistance Opportunities
• Trainings (up to two hours)

– Via webinar or conference call, walk users through how to use INVEST 

– Can be conducted on-site, if schedules and resources permit

• Peer-To-Peer Contacts
– Connect State DOTs, MPOs, and others with those who have already used, or are using, INVEST so that they can share 

their experiences and lessons learned

– Give prospective users a chance to communicate with others who may have similar sustainability goals

• Implementation/Scoring Workshops (full-day)
– Offer workshops that focus on assisting agencies with going through the INVEST scoring process for a project, plan, or 

program 

– Can be catered to the specific needs and goals of an agency



INVEST version 2.0
– New and expanded criteria for roadways

– New criteria and scorecards for transit

– Significant updates to the SPR module

– New corridor planning scorecard

– Website and scoring tool improvements

– New design compatible with mobile devices

Coming in Fall 2019!



Try INVEST at:
www.sustainablehighways.org

Contact:

Connie Hill Galloway (connie.hill@dot.gov)


